Gr 1 - 2021
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STATIONERY
Schoolbag with at least 3 divisions and able to stand upright - Super Emmie schoolbags only available
at the school @ R300
30cm ruler (label)
Soft eraser (label)
Pritt (per term) (label)
Pair of scissors (no fancy handles) (label) (if you are left-handed get the right one)
HB Staedler lead pencils (ALL sharpened and labelled)
Sharpener with attachment) (label)
Set of colouring pencils (ALL sharpened and in the box) (label)
Sets of twist wax crayons (1 set is for home & 2 for school) - keep the crayons in their original
packaging) No pencil cases. (label)
Set of water colour paints (of good quality please!) (label)
A4 20-page flip file (Afrikaans)
A4 - 50-page flip file
Colouring-in book with large pictures (label)
Plastic placemat (label)
Modelling clay or play dough (label)
Jigsaw puzzle of ± 50 pieces (label each piece) - preferably in a box
Chair bag (with pocket) (label)
A4 whiteboard (1 side white/the other side a blackboard) (label)
Whiteboard markers (NON-PERMANENT) - Per Term (label)
Beanbag (label)
2L ice-cream tubs (label)
Plastic envelope folders (carry folder) (label)
Small blackboard duster (label)
Plastic sleeves (keep in original packaging)
Box of tissues
Clip-file (for homework) - Small hardboard (label)
Big dice
Pencil grip, if necessary (label)
10 Refuse bags
Bottle liquid hand soap
A4 72pg book (for homework)
Gr 1 Emmie wear / Friday wear (Emmie shirt (blue) and blue shorts) only available at Sedgars
R50 for covering of books

*Please label all items clearly with your child’s name and surname.
*Good quality plastic (to cover books)
*Please pack the stationery as follows:
*One clearly marked ice-cream tub must contain : modelling
clay or dough (ensure it has a lid), colouring-in pencils and paint.
*The other clearly marked ice-cream tub must please contain the following:
erasers, 1 pritt, 10 HB pencils, 1 sharpener with attachment + dice
*The chairbag must contain the following:
Retractable crayons, scissor, ruler, colouring-in book, whiteboard, flipfiles and plastic envelope
folders.
*Small chairbag pocket:
1 Pritt, whiteboard markers, whiteboard duster and 2HB pencils.
*2 Set of Mon Ami retractable crayons must be sent to school in its original plastic packaging. The other
set stays at home for homework purposes.

Please ensure that your child has the correct uniform
(available at Ekspaar, Sedgars or White Cross).
Make sure they can do their own buttons and shoelaces!
We are looking forward to 2021
Regards
Grade 1 Educators
I am going to make new friends

